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Analysis of Track Support and 
Determination of Track Modulus 

GERALD P. RAYMOND 

ABSTRACT 

A design methodology that uses an approach similar to that outlined in the 
American Railway Engineering Association Manual for Railway Engineering for 
calculating the stresses below cross ties of conventional railway tracks is 
presented. There is discussion of the practical effects of track modulus vari
ability and its possible optimization from the point of view of both static and 
dynamic loading with particular reference to ballast and subgrade stress 
levels. These stresses are then used to estimate track deformation. Track 
deformation may then be used to calculate a conventional track modulus. With 
such a technique it is possible to calculate the effects of ballast depth vari
ability and compressibility of crossties on track response. 

The two main requirements of a stable subgrade are 
the provision of sufficient granular or soil-modi
f ied cover to ensure that overstressing does not oc
cur and the provision of a granular filter blanket 
to prevent the piping and thus loss of subgrade 
fines from below the track bearing area. To ensure 
that over stressing does not occur, the track 
stresses need to be calculated. A means of calculat
ing these stresses that follows an approach similar 
to that of the American Railway Engineering Associa
tion's Manual for Railway Engineering is outlined 
herein. Presentation of subgrade stahility tech
niques is beyond the main scope of this work. 

STATIC DESIGN OF CONTINUOUS WELDED RAIL 

Talbot CJ) has demonstrated that the theory of a 
continuous beam on an elastic support, or, more cor
rectly, a linear spring (Winkler) foundation gives 
calculated bending moments for the rails close to 
those measured in freshly tamped track. Many inves
tigations, including extensive ones performed by the 
Association of American Railways, have confirmed the 
validity of this theory. The American Railway Engi
neering Association (AREA) in its Manual for Railway 
Engineering (£) also endorses this method of analy
sis (chapter 22, article 3.2, paragraph 3.2.1, sec
tion a): 

Because of the many variables involved in 
tie and ballast track, the calculation of 
track stress and strain cannot be regarded 
as an exact science. However, in-service 
tests have shown that the track structure 
can be analyzed within acceptahle limits of 
accuracy .by considering the rail as equiva
lent to a continuous beam resting upon uni
form elastic supports. 

This design method results in the representative 
differential equation for the elastic beam (rail) 
subject to a vertical (wheel) load (P) of 

EI(d'z/dx') + Uz 0 (1) 

where 

E elastic modulus of the beam, 
I second moment of area of the beam, 
z = deflection at a point x from the applied load, 
x = distance along the beam from the point of ap-

plication of the load, and 
U modulus of the elastic support commonly known 

as the track modulus (note that the track mod
ulus as used in common practice and in the 
AREA manual relates to a single rail) • 

For a single wheel load (P) on an infinitely long 
beam the solutions to this equation are well known: 

zx = ().P/2U) (cos ).x + sin ).x) exp(-).x) ( 2) 

(P/4).) (cos AX - sin ).x) exp(-).x) (3) 

where 

),, = [U/(4EI)]0.25 (4) 

The maximum values of z and M are directly below the 
load at x = o. 

).P/(2U) (5) 

P/(4).) (6) 

These results are normally given in the form of the 
influence chart shown as Figure 1 in which the dis
tance to zero moment (X1 ) is used as a distance 
base [e.g., exhibit 1 of chapter 22, AREA manual 
(£)]. 

Alternatively, but not so commonly, a 
wavelength of 2n/). is used. The rail 
are commonly calculated as 

Ox = zxUS = (1/2) ).SP (cos AX 

+ sin ).x) exp(-).x) 

(7) 

deformation 
seat loads 

(8) 

where s is the spacing of crossties. For a crosstie 
placed directly below the load (x = 0) 

Q0 = P).S/2 (9) 
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FIGURE 1 Influence chart for track design. 

As an example of the effect of track modulus on 
rail seat loads, Figure 2 shows the variation of the 
rail seat loads in the vicinity of a single 147-kN 
(33-kip) wheel load on 68-kg/m (136-lb/yd) rail for 
two different crosstie spacings in which the central 
crosstie (crosstie 1) is directly below the load 
(i.e., the crosstie is positioned to produce a maxi

mum rail seat load), Examination of Figure 2 indi
cates that, within the limitations of values likely 
to occur in practice, variation of the track modulus 
has a much greater influence on the rail seat load 
than does crosstie spacing. 

EFFECT OF MULTIPLE WHEELS OR AXLES 

Because the preceding theory is based on elastic 
response, the theorem of superposition applies and 
the effect of multiple wheels or axles can be simply 
calculated as 

Zj (10) 

(11) 

(12) 

where the different values of x are the distances of 
each wheel load from the position point j, 

Example calculations of the maximum track deflec
tion and maximum rail base bending stress are plo _
ted on Figures 3 and 4 for both a single-axle and 
two coupled G-75 trucks (wheel spacing l. 78 m, 1.99 
m, and 1.78 m or 70 in., 78.5 in., and 70 in.) sup
ported by either 45-kg/m (90-lb/yd) rail or by 68-
kg/m (136-lb/yd) rail. Maximum deflection occurs 
below the int.erio.: ax l e s and maximum rail str ess C! s 
occur below the outer axles. Examination of these 
curves show that as the track modulus decreases from 
the region of about 35 to 70 MN/m2 (5 to 10 kips/ 
in. 2 ) of rail there is a rapid increase in deflec
tion or rail stress, and if the track modulus in
creases from this region of values a gradual reduc
tion of deflection or rail stresses occurs. It may 
be concluded that for statically loaded track 35 to 
70 MN/m 2 (5 to 10 kips/in. 2

) of rail may be an
ticipated as an optimized value range of track modu
lus, at least for initial consideration. 
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FIGURE 2 Effect of track modulus variation on rail seat loads resulting from a single static wheel or axle load: (a) 460-mm 
(18-in.) crosstie spacing and (h) 610-mm (24-in.) crosstie spacing. 
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FIGURE 3 Effect of trnck modulus variation on maximum track 
deformation. 

CALCULATIONS OF STATIC SUBGRADE STRESSES 

:r 
u 
z 

Similar calculations were made using Equation 12 for 
the determination of the rail seat loads obtained 
from multiple axles. The rail seat load may then be 
used to calcu1ate tie bearing pressures and subgrade 
stresses. Sufficient evidence is available in the 
technical literature to show that where soils are 
unable to resist tensile forces the vertical stress 
is given by superposition of Boussinesq's solution 
for stresses within a semi-infinite elastic solid 
with surface loading. Below each rail seat the 
crosstie can be assumed to produce a rectanqularly 
loaded area on the ballast. This permits the use of 
the solutions developed by Love (.:l_) who extended 
Boussinesq's solution to a rectangularly loaded 
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FIGURE 4 Effect of track modulus variation on maximum stress 
at base of rail. 

area. The area of the crosstie bearing surface per 
rail seat (~) may be calculated according to the 
AREA manual as 

Ab {per rail seat) b(l - P.rl {l 

where 

b 
l 

tr 
t 
c 

- [C{P. - P.r)/t0.75]) 

width of crosstie, 
length of crosstie, 
distance center to center between rails, 
thickness of crosstie, and 

(13) 

constant = 0.04 (0.018) if dimensions are in 
millimeters (inches) (note constant is de
pendent on units). 
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Alternatively, the area is assumed equal to some 
tamper influence distance on either side of the 
rail. The AREA method results in rail seat bearing 
areas the width of the crosstie and a length deter
mined by the formula (Equation 13) that results in 
879 mm (34.6 in) for a crosstie 178 mm (7 in.) deep 
by 2.55 m (8 ft 6 in.) long and 975 mm (38.4 in.) 
for a crosstie 178 mm (7 in.) deep by 2.70 m (9 ft 0 
in.) long. For purposes of illustration two rail 
seat bearing lengths of 914 mm (36 in.) each below 
each of two rails spaced 1.50 m (60 in.) centerline 
to centerline apart have been assumed. This is con
sidered the approximate distance influenced by the 
tamper tines. 

contact pressure or vertical stress at zero depth 
for a single axle load may be seen to increase as 
the fourth root of the track modulus (i.e., an in
crease of track modulus by a factor of 16 doubles 
the contact stress). With depth the difference in 
vertical stress decreases slowly such that, even at 
0.8 m (32 in.), the effect of track modulus variation 
on subgrade stresses from the single axle is consid
erable. 

Figure 5 shows the solution obtained using dif
ferent track moduli of the underlying maximum verti
cal support stress resulting from a single axle load 
on 68-kg/m (136-lh/yd) rail and 279-mm (11-in.) 
crossties spaced at 610-mm (24-in.) centers. The 

Figure 6 shows similar calculations, using the 
same crosstie size and spacing, for two coupled G-75 
trucks having 294-kN (33-ton) axle loads. Interac
tion between axle loads is sufficient under the 
lower values of track modulus to cause a consider
able increase in the contact pressure or vertical 
stress at zero depth. This reduces the dependence of 
either maximum contact pressure or maximum subgrade 
stress on the variation of track modulus. Usinq the 
two highest track moduli interaction actually caused 
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a reduction in these maximum values from those cal
culated for a single axle. 

The effect of variation of both track modulus and 
crosstie spacing is shown in Figure 7. In this fig
ure is plotted the effect of using a 229-mm (9-in.) 
crosstie at 458-mm (18-in.) centers versus a 279-mm 
(ll-in.) crosstie at 610-mm (24-in.) centers on 
track having moduli of 14 MN/m2 (2,000 lb/in2

) 

of rail and 224 MN/m2 (32,000 lb/in. 2 ) of rail 
with 68-kg/m (136-lb/yd) rail. If no change is made 
in track modulus, only about a 10 percent change in 
contact stress occurs for a change in specified 
crosstie size and spacing. On the other hand it is 
clearly evident from Figure 7, and from the maximum 
rail seat loads shown in Figure 2, that much higher 
support stresses result from a change in specified 
track modulus. This effect is more pronounced for a 
single axle than for coupled G-75 trucks. 

In the case of a single axle on 68-kg/m (136-
lb/yd) rail changing the modulus from 14 MN/m2 

(2,000 lb/in.') of rail to 224 MN/m 2 (32,000 
lb/in. 2

) of rail causes the crosstie-ballast in
terface stress, for the same crosstie spacing, to 
approximately double (i.e., 100 percent increase). 
Interaction of axles is more pronounced on softer 
track because the rail is more effective in spread
ing the load thus reducing the effect of track mod
ulus change on support stresses for the coupled G-75 
trucks. Changing the track modulus but retaining the 
same rail and crosstie size and spacing reduces the 
increase interface stresses to an increase of ap
proximately 30 percent for the 229-mm (9-in.) cross
ties and approximately 25 percent for the 279-mm 
(11-in.) crossties. 

In the event of changing from crossties 229 mm (9 
in.) wide at 458-mm (18-in.) spacing to crossties 
279 mm (11 in.) wide at 610-mm (24-in.) spacing, the 
effect of modulus change from 14 MN/m2 (2,000 
lb/ in. 2

) of rail to 224 MN/m2 (32,000 lb/in. 2 ) of 
rail on the interface stress for a single static 
axle would be an increase of approximately 120 per
cent. Axle interaction for the two coupled G-75 
trucks would reduce this increase to approximately 
35 percent. 

A point worth noting from Figure 7 is that as the 
depth increases the support vertical stresses re
sulting from similar wheel loadings and the same 
track modulus tend toward similarity. This, of 
course, is to be expected from "Saint Venant's prin-
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ciple," which says that two different distributions 
of force, having the same resultant acting on a 
small part of an elastic body, will produce the same 
stress except in the immediate neighborhood of the 
loaded part. Thus, provided the ballast is clean and 
of full section so it can function effectively, 
changes in crosstie spacing or the size of the bear
ing area are unlikely to affect the magnitude of the 
subgrade stresses but would affect the stresses in 
the ballast. These conclusions are verified in Fig
ures 8 and 9 that show the distribution of support 
stresses for a single axle using different crosstie 
spacings and crosstie sizes, respectively. As pre
viously shown, multiple axles decrease the differ
ences shown by single axles and have been omitted 
from these figures. 

At much greater depths than shown on Figure 5 
(such greater depths are of little practical signif
icance) the effect of modulus change would also be 
negligible. As far as normally anticipated ballast 
depths are concerned, track modulus variation is 
much more significant in affecting the magnitude of 
the subgrade stresses than variation in crosstie 
spacing or bearing area within the normally used 
1 imi ts of these variables. This is not to suggest 
that changes in crosstie spacing and bearing area do 
not affect the track modulus but rather that their 
effect on any change in track modulus (which is not 
given by the theory) has a greater influence on sup
port stresses than their direct effect from theoret
ical stress distribution theory assuming no change 
in track modulus. 

Similar calculations, done to show the effect of 
changing rail mass, are shown on Figure 10. Although 
there is some effect on the subgrade and ballast 
stresses for a single axle on the softer track, in
teraction of wheel loads for the coupled G-75 trucks 
reduces this difference to a negligible amount. The 
effect of subgrade stress reduction is much more ap
parent from a rail mass increase when the track is 
extremely stiff. This reduction occurs both for the 
single and the multiple axle case with maximum 
stresses being less for multiple axles than for sin
gle axles on extremely stiff track. 

ESTIMATE OF TRACK MOOULUS 

The solutions developed by Love <1> for a rectangu
lar loaded area allow for the calculation of not 
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only the vertical stress but also the six stresses 
(three normal and three shear) that define the state 
of stress at any point. Knowing the pseudoelastic 
parameters of the support soil allows the calcula
tion of the strain at that point, which, by numeri
cal integration, allows the calculation of support 
deformation. Addition of such deformations to those 
produced by the rail seat load on the crossties via 
the tie plates allows the total deformation to be 
estimated for a given set of conditions. Because 
different track moduli produce different calculated 
support stresses and rail seat loads, a series of 
calculations of total deformations using different 
track moduli is required. These results should then 
be compared with the deformations predicted by the 
"beam on elastic support" theory to determine the 
track modulus that defines identical deformations. 
It should be clearly understood that the deformation 
experienced by the rail at the rail seat includes 
not only the deformation of the track support but 
also that of the crosstie and its accessories. An 
example of the results of such a series of calcula
tions is shown in Figure 11. These results are for a 

. . . 

single axle loading because many field measurements 
of track modulus are obtained using a long loaded 
flatcar with two central loading jacks one above 
each rail. The jacks are used to apply, in incre
ments, the equivalent of a single axle load of dif
ferent magnitudes. Because of voiding below the 
crosstie, the modulus is calculated from the defor
mation recorded between ahout 36 kN (8 kips), the 
weight on an unloaded truck wheel, and 147 kN (33 
kips) on each jack. 

The results shown in Figure 11 were obtained us
ing 305 mm (12 in,) of clean ballast overlying 610 
mm (24 in.) of clean subballast overlying a heavily 
compacted silt or clay subgrade, The exact compres
sibility of the subgrade can be expected to vary 
throughout the year from negligible in extremely dry 
hot weather to a maximum during extremely wet or 
thaw conditions if subjected to freezing. Figure 11 
represents calculations for extremely dry subgrade 
conditions. It may be seen that track on such a sup
per t constructed with concrete cross ties and stiff 
pads would have a track modulus of about 140 MN/m2 

(20,000 lb/in. 2
) of rail. Use of the softer 
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FIGURE 11 Example of estimating track modulus on the basis of 
pseudoelastic properties of track and support components. 

grooved pads recently installed on the u. s. North
east Corridor reduces the track modulus to about 69 
MN/m 2 (10,000 lb/in.2> of rail. The compressi
bility of hardwood crossties is similar to that of 
the softer Northeast Corridor pads; however, the 
major compression observed in tests on wood crosstie 
track has been the elastic compression and rebound 
of the ballast penetration of wood or ballast-cross
tie interface. The magnitude of this interface com
pression is shown on Figure 11 from which it is seen 
that wood crosstie track has a considerably lower 
track modulus than does concrete crosstie track. The 
curves plotted on Figure 11 suggest a track modulus 
of 24 MN/m2 (3,500 lb/in.2) of rail; however, 
the variability of the interface compression means 
considerable variation from this value would not be 
unrealistic. 

An alternative method of calculating the deforma
tions from the support alone is to use Stein
brenner' s solutions for the settlement of the corner 
of a rectangular loaded area extended to deal with a 
layered foundation. Steinbrenner's original solution 
assumes a homogeneous isotropic elastic layer of 
constant elastic parameters; thus an extension to 
deal with layers of different elastic parameters 
must be used to obtain the same results as are ob
tained by the use of Love• s solution. Both these 
techniques assume that the stresses, but not the 
strains, are given by homogeneous elastic theory ir
respective of any variations in the soil properties. 
When the stress distribution has been obtained, the 
deformations may be calculated from 

5z = !{ [az - vi(ax 

+ ay) ]/Ei}dz 

where 

a = normal stress, 

(14) 

vi pseudo Poisson ' s ratio of the soil layer, and 
Ei pseudoelastic modulus of the soil layer. 

The integration is usually done numerically by 
dividing the foundation into a relatively large num
ber of soil layers and then summing the resulting 
layer deformations. Note that the pseudoelastic 
properties of granular soils vary with degree of 
compaction and the properties of cohesive soils with 
moisture content or, more correctly, soil suction. 
In addition, an underlying soft cohesive soil tends 
to prevent compaction of an overlying granular soil; 
thus the selection of appropriate pseudoelastic pa
rameters requires considerable judgment. The main 
point, however, is that once the selection has been 
made the calculations are relatively simple. Results 
from typical calculations showing the deformation 
between the base of the crosstie and the given depth 
are shown in Figure 12 for a granular layered de
posit in a loosely compacted, and in a densely com
pacted, state making the somewhat simple assumption 
that the wheel load is taken 50 percent by a central 
rail seat and 25 percent by adjoining rail seats. 
Because the calculations assume elastic response, 
the support deformations are directly proportional 
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FIGURE 12 Example of simplified estimation of contribution to track deformation of support materials: (a) poorly compacted 
and (h) heavily compacted. 

to any variation in the central rail seat load of 
73.5 kN (16,500 lb). The calculations should, of 
course, be done for the actual distribution of rail 
seat loads produced by the different track moduli to 
obtain the best estimate of modulus. 

The 50 to 25 percent load distribution does, how
ever, permit a quick rough estimate of track modulus 
because, from Equation 8, 

(15) 

where Qo is the maximum rail seat load for the 
single wheel load P and 60 is the total summa
tion of rail seat deformation at Q0 • Thus a rough 
estimate of U can be obtained as 

U = P/(2S650) (16) 

where 6 50 is the total deformation using 50 per
cent of P as the maximum rail seat load (note Figure 
12 shows only the contribution to the total deforma
tion due to the soil support of the shown 610 mm or 
24 in. directly below the tie base). 

CALCULATION OF DYNAMIC INCREMENT FOR CONTINUOUS 
WELDED RAIL 

Kenney (_1) has shown that on perfect track trans
versed by perfect wheels track forces rise extremely 
slowly with speed requiring a speed of about 1600 
km/hr (l,000 MPH) to reach track resonance. Track 
irregularities or wheel irregularities are therefore 
the principal cause of major dynamic track forces 
given current (1985) speeds. Any complete theory 
dealing with track and wheel irregularities is 
clearly complex but because the track mass is much 
less than the unsprung mass of a wheel set it ap
pears reasonable to neglect the track mass as a 
first approximation and to take the effect of the 
suspension spring as a steady force. The equation of 
motion then reduces to 

M(dw2/dt2
) + K (w + s) O 

where 

w displacement of the unsprung mass 
static equilibrium position, 

s amplitude of the irregularity, 
M unsprung mass, and 
K track stiffness. 

(17) 

from the 

Track stiffness is related to the track modulus by 

K • (64 E I u3)0.25 (18) 

The solution to Equation 17 leads to a relationship 
for dynamic increment of load of the form 

Pa - Po= cs (M K)o. 5 f(V) 

where 

Pa = dynamic wheel load, 
P0 static wheel load, 

C = a proportionality parameter, 
f(V) = a function of speed. 

(19) 

and 

For a well-maintained track made of continuous 
welded rail that is not corrugated the major track 
or wheel irregularity is believed to be due to wheel 
flats. Data on wheel flat impact obtained by the 
Association of American Railroads (5) on wheel flat 
impacts along with a first trial solution of Equa
tion 19 are shown in Figure 13. According to Equa
tion 19, for any given speed and weight of rail the 
dynamic increment should increase linearly with the 
irregularity depth. Because the wheel flats were 
carefully made as square flats, the irregularity 
increases with flat length as shown. This is seen as 
in reasonable agreement with the data considering 
the scatter in the results. Also from Equation 19, 
for any given speed the axle load should make no 
difference to the dynamic increment obtained from a 
given wheel flat and this is reflected in the theo-

. . . 
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retical curves shown. Thus, from the test data ob
tained, the dynamic increment for wheel flats from 
other vehicles and other track constructions may he 
obtained as 

Pa - P0 is proportional to M0.5 u0.375 (20) 

The data of Figure 13 were obtained using a 70-ton 
(net) freight car with an unsprung axle mass of 1705 
kg ( 3, 750 lb) on wood cross tie track. One hundred 
ton (net) cars with 20 percent heavier axle loads 
are in more common use today (1985). These cars have 
an unsprung axle mass of about 1977 kg (4,350 lb) 

(KIP-IN) 
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that suggests an 8 percent increase in impact load
ing on wood cross ties. For concrete cross tie track 
with stiff pads and stiff subgrades (e.g., dried out 
clay) , the dynamic increment is estimated at an 
additional 98 percent, whereas soft pads would re
duce this increment to 55 percent. For 100-ton cars 
on concrete crosstie track the increment would be 
105 and 59 percent for the stiff and soft pad, re
spectively. However, due to the nonlinear compres
sion of the components of the track structure, the 
difference in track moduli for wood and concrete 
crossties to be applied to the dynamic increment is 
probably not as numerically diverse as shown in Fig
ure 11 because the track has been compressed by the 
dead load when the impact of the wheel flat occurs. 

Field data in support of differences of dynamic 
wheel increment associated with different track 
stiffness, assembled from published data for passen
ger train wheel loading on the u.s. Northeast Corri
dor (NEC), are shown in Figure 14 (6,7). It may be 
seen that more than 90 percent of all wheels give 
similar loadings consistent with near-perfect wheels 
on track of similar roughness. The few percent of 
wheels having major imperfections are those, accord
ing to theory, that would show major differences in 
dynamic increment and this difference is seen (Fig
ure 14) to be largest between wood crosstie track 
and concrete crosstie track. Although the differences 
in measured wheel load on concrete crosstie track 
are small but nevertheless measurable, the effect of 
a softer track on the rail seat bending moments of 
the differently padded concrete crossties is clearly 
evident. Because of the better load-spreading capa
bility of the same rail section on softer track, the 
bending moments associated with softer pads are con
siderably less than those associated with the 
stiffer pads when the dynamic increment becomes 
large (i.e., at small occurrence levels). It is un
derstood that the experimental results have (rightly 
according to theory) led to the adoption of softer 
pads for all further concrete crosstie installations 
on the NEC and the use of flat wheel detectors as an 
addition to the normal visual inspection that forms 
part of normal railroad practice for restricting the 
access of wheels with flats to track. It is clear 
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that, although no optimization of track modulus has 
been established or is evident for dynamically 
loaded track, there is a penalty to be paid by over
stiffening track that is subject to wheel and rail 
irregularities, which presently (1985) is occurring 
on North American track. Optimum track stiffness for 
dynamic loading is probably less than that for 
static loading. 

TYPICAL STATIC PLUS DYNAMIC SOLUTION 

Figure 15 shows results from a typical calculation 
based on a 51-mm (2-in.) square flat on both wheels 
of one inside axle of two fully loaded coupled G-75 
trucks (i.e., 30-tonne or 66-kip axle load) for 
three track conditions. The 51-mm (2-in.) flat is 
the maximum permitted by Association of American 
Railroad Cll.l recommendations. The track conditions 
were track made from wood crossties 229 mm (9 in.) 
wide with 458-mm (18-in.) spacing giving an assumed 
track modulus of 14 MN/m2 (2 kip/in. 2

) of raili 
track made from concrete crossties with soft pads 
279 mm (11 in.) wide with 610-mm (24-in.) spacing 
giving an assumed track modulus of 84 MN/m2 (12 
kip/in. 2

) of raili and track made from similar 
crossties with stiff pads giving an assumed track 
modulus of 224 MN/m2 (32 kip/in. 2

) of rail. 
Figure 15 shows the static loading conditions for 

the maximum vertical support stress along with a 
combination of both static and dynamic conditions. 
The total dynamic axle (static + increment) loads 
for the three assumed moduli were calculated as 294 
kN (66 kips), 447 kN (100 kips), and 926 kN (208 
kips) , respectively. These values are likely to be 
higher than generally measured in track because 
wheel flats are never square in practice and are 
normally taken out of service before becoming the 
maximum allowable. The concrete cross tie moduli are 
also somewhat higher than estimated in Figure 11. 
These higher values were used because such values 
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have been measured and thus the calculation illus
trates the negative effect of having extremely stiff 
track associated with the high unsprung mass of 
freight vehicles. 

BALLAST DEPTH DESIGN 

Clearly evident from Figure 15 is the dramatic ef
fect that a higher track modulus has on the dynamic 
increment. Fortunately concrete crosstie track and 
its higher track moduli are generally associated 
with firmer, and thus generally stronger, subgrades. 
In addition, wheels do not generally have carefully 
made square flats associated with "worst condi
tions.• Thus stresses as high as the upper limit 
shown on Figure 15 are the exception not the rule. 
Typical foundation design is often based on dead 
load plus some percentage (often 50 percent) of the 
live loadi the reasoning is that safe bearing 
stresses include some measure of safety factor and 
may thus be exceeded on a limited basis. As an ex
ample, the Manual for Railway Engineering of the 
American Railway Engineering Association (2) sug
gests a dynamic increment of approximately 1-percent 
of static loading for each 1. 6 km/hr (1. 0 MPH) of 
the maximum track speed although the writer would 
question the sufficiency of the recommendation for 
the more recently introduced stiffer concrete cross
tie track. On the basis of percentage live load 
chosen, the limits, after proportioning, may be re
lated to the safe bearing stress established for the 
subgrade soil in question to obtain the required 
granular (subballast plus ballast) design depth. 
Figure 16 shows the typical safe bearing stress val
ues or related empirical test values developed for 
use in highway and airport design C2l, both of which 
require much smaller surface deflection than do 
railways for good performance. Because railroads are 
more flexible than major highways it is this 
writer's opinion that the limits shown in Figure 16 
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are conservative limits for use in track support 
subgrade design and could probably be increased 50 
percent. In addition, where climatic conditions re
sult in freezing temperatures, minimum granular 
cover equal to at least half the depth of frost pen
etration is generally specified. 

BALLAST STRESSES 

It is quite obvious from the data presented that as 
the track modulus increases, so do the stresses in 
the ballast, particularly those close to the cross
tie bearing area. Because a higher modulus is asso
ciated with concrete crossties than with wood cross
ties, it is not surprising that higher quality 
ballast is generally specified when concrete cross
ties are used. In addition, most concrete crossties 
are made with silica sands composed of minerals hav
ing a Mohs hardness greater than 6. To prevent 
mineral-to-mineral abrasion, or ballast powdering at 
the cross tie surface, the ballast must be composed 
of minerals of similar hardness. Thus ballast for 
concrete crossties must be obtained from hard 
mineral tough aggregate. This is best assured by 
conducting "thin section analysis" on proposed ag
gregate sources. Thin section analysis also enables 
the rejection of aggregates that have extensive 
micro-fractures and former fractures bonded with 
weak secondary minerals that weather quickly. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A design methodology for calculating stresses below 
conventional railway crosstie tracks has been pre
sented. Rail seat loads were calculated from the 
beam on elastic support. The rail seat loads were 
assumed to cause a rectangular pressure distribution 
on the ballast from which stresses were calculated 
using isotropic elastic theory for the distribution 
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of stresses. These stresses were used to calculate 
strains on the basis of pseudoelastic properties for 
the different soil layers. The resulting deforma
tions that were calculated to increase with an in
crease in track modulus were compared with the de
formations from beam on elastic support theory whose 
deformations decrease with an increase in track mod
ulus. It is suggested that the best design track 
modulus occurs where both solutions result in the 
same deformations (assuming correctness of estimated 
component track properties) • An optimum track modu
lus based on static loading is suggested to occur at 
about 35 to 70 MN/m2 (5 to 10 kip/in.2) of rail, 
and this is regarded as possibly too high on the 
basis of dynamic loading for present (1985) North 
American track and vehicle standards. 

It is shown theoretically that the variation of 
track modulus has a major effect on the track compo
nent stresses and that limited field data support 
the theoretical conclusions. 
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